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Abstract

We show for the first time that photoluminescence of InGaN single quan-
tum wells (SQW) devices is related to the gas pressure in which the sample
is immersed, also we give a model of the phenomena to suggest a possible
cause. Our model shows a direct relation between experimental behavior
and molecular coverage dynamics. This strongly suggests that the driving
force of photoluminescence decrease is oxygen covering the surface of the de-
vice with a time dynamics that depends on the gas pressure. This aims to
contribute to the understanding of the physical mechanism of the so called
optical memory effect and blinking phenomenon observed in these devices.
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1. Introduction1

InGaN-based LED of green-ultraviolet region and white LED with phos-2

phor have come into practical use. However, the crystal growth methods and3

understanding of InGaN devices are still affected by the lack of knowledge4

about the theoretical background on different phenomena{1}. For instance,5

despite the large concentration of threading dislocations (108−1010 cm−2){2,6

3} due to lattice mismatch{4}, InGaN optical devices achieve very high in-7

ternal quantum efficiency and optical emission. In addition, InGaN quantum8

wells with high Indium composition domains, such as quantum dots (QDs),9

are known to induce local excitation emission (bright spots/points){5}{6}.10

Recently, instability blinking{7, 8} and optical memory effect{9}], observed11

by PL in InGaN Single Quantum Well (SQW), were reported and associated12

to the presence of defects and strain within the crystal{10}. Instability blink-13

ing was found in CdSe nanocrystal{11, 12} and epitaxial grown film{13, 14},14

ZnCdSe quantum dots {15, 16}, GaAs QD{17, 18}, InP QD{19, 20, 21}15

and Porous silicon. In InGaN SQW, instability blinking arises around a16

QD in a region of few µm of diameter and the flashing intensity width is17

temperature dependent{22}. Therefore, the phenomenon was associated to18

beating of slightly different thermal wave vibration creating unstable optical19

blinking{23}. Optical memory effect in InGaN is the phenomenon in which20

photo-luminescence emission becomes gradually stronger on a time scale of21

seconds to few minutes and depends from the previous illumination history22

of the sample{9, 24}. A complete and universally accepted theory to explain23

these two phenomena is not available.24

25

2. Methods and results26

In this study, we employed InGaN SQW grown in (0001) direction with27

the MOVPE method (fig. 4). The InGaN SQW layers are composed of an28

undoped GaN layer (4 µm) on a sapphire substrate, an InGaN active layer29

(3nm), and an undoped GaN layer (5nm). The main peak of the bulk macro-30

scopic photo-luminescence was about 540nm, see figure 4 taken in near field31

optics conditions (Micheletto et al. {5}). The SQW was optically character-32

ized by the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2. The sample in placed in a33

vacuum chamber (RC102-CFM, CIA, Inc.), connected to a turbo-molecular34
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vacuum pump (TSH 071 E, Pfeiffer), to a temperature controller (Model 32,35

Cryogenic Control Systems, Inc.) and a gas cylinder. The dynamics of the36

photo-luminescence is detected by using a selective excitation fluorescence37

microscope (BX51WX, Olympus) coupled with a CCD camera (HDR-SR1,38

SONY). The time variation of the light emission surface is recorded as video39

data at 60 frames/second. Ultraviolet Hg lamp was used as excitation light40

(365nm and 405nm emission lines). The 365nm light excites both of InGaN41

layer and GaN layers. On the other hand, 405nm light excites only the In-42

GaN layer.43

44

In Fig. 4, we show the effects of air pressure (from 1000 mbar down to45

1.0 × 10−5mbar) on the photoluminescence, when the sample is excited at46

365nm. It can be seen that the overall emission intensity changes according47

to the degree of vacuum. The gray curve represents the change of pressure in48

log scale, whereas the dots are the sample luminosity, averaged over the entire49

surface. The sample is excited by a 365 nm line. We see that whole emission50

intensity varies dynamically depending on pressure. In high vacuum, the51

emission improves and grows to a plateau 40% higher than the baseline at52

one atmosphere. Also, the luminosity distribution becomes homogeneous as53

blinking points and intense luminous centers{5} seem to disappear. On the54

contrary, at air pressure, the intensity drops to lower values and the emission55

spatial distribution is less uniform with many bright points, some of those56

result to be blinking, see the insets in figure 4 for two pictures taken at the57

beginning and the end of the experiment. These images are taken exactly58

on the same spot and the variation of appearance of the luminescence is59

striking. See also the optical emission of the sample, taken in near field60

optics conditions and centered on one of the intense luminous center (figure61

4)62

On the other hand, exciting the sample at 405nm we observe small63

changes of intensity in response to pressure, the PL emission on the sur-64

face is homogeneous and we do not observe blinking points (figure 5). Since65

with 405 nm we do not excite the InGaN layer, this suggests that the blink-66

ing and those Intense Luminous Centers are associated with the GaN/InGaN67

interface in proximity of the surface.68

To understand the physical mechanism that drives this effect we have to69

consider that, in general, adsorption by Van der Waals’ forces on the surface70

of a material changes with the degree of vacuum. The presence of blinking71

points and overall emission intensity depends on pressure, suggesting that72
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the phenomenon is driven by a change in the amount of adsorbed species73

on the surface. In order to prove this, we proceeded by creating vacuum in74

a room temperature chamber (about 300 K and 1 × 10−5 mbar) and then75

by injecting gases, like air, pure dry air (O2 : N2 = 2 : 8), N2 gas, Ar gas,76

and CO2 into the chamber, reaching up to a pressure of 1000 mbar (1 atm).77

Following the injection of each gas, we observed the variation of PL emission.78

Since there are almost no optical emission variations when InGaN SQW is79

excited with 405nm wavelength, in the following experiments we used 365nm80

excitation light only. In Fig. 6 it is shown the PL profile when a sample81

excited by 365nm wavelength is brought back from high vacuum condition82

to 1000 mbar for each injected gas. It can be seen that air and pure dry83

air greatly reduce the PL emission. On the other hand, Ar and CO2 gas84

have a low impact, whereas N2 gas have an intermediate effect. Based on85

this evidence, we put forward the hypothesis that molecular oxygen is the86

most effective specie and the main cause of emission variation. This is in87

accordance with what reported by both Zywietz et al {25}, who showed that88

GaN surface is very active towards oxygen incorporation, and by Pearton89

et al. {26}, who experimentally demonstrated that oxygen can be found90

in GaN up to a depth of 180 nm. More recently, density functional the-91

ory calculations revealed that oxygen can be easily incorporated into InGaN92

mono-layer QW (MLQW) {27} in accordance with the experimental results93

of Kappers et al. {28} who reported that growing N-poor InGaN leads to94

high levels of oxygen incorporation. The detrimental effects of oxygen in95

InGaN are known: it can compensate dopants, making the growth of p-type96

InGaN difficult{29} and it has been held responsible for the degradation of97

InGaN/GaN LED{30, 31, 32}.98

3. A model for the photo-luminescence dynamics99

We model the relation between emission intensity and ambient pressure100

in order to give an explanation for the decreased emission at higher pressure.101

We base ourselves on a simple molecular coverage dynamics theory. We102

suppose that the optical emission, generated at the InGan/GaN interface, is103

decreased by the presence of absorbed molecules on the surface accordingly104

to this linear relation:105

I(t) = −n(t)β + Imax (1)

where n(t) is the number of molecules present on the surface at time t, β106

is the loss of luminosity for each molecule and Imax an offset. The term107
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Imax represents the maximum luminosity the sample can have if there are no108

molecules on the surface.109

To model how n(t) varies in time, we consider a space where molecules can110

be absorbed or desorbed as an uni-dimensional line representing the surface111

of the sample. For simplicity hereafter we call it ”surface” and the rate of112

change of n can be expressed as follows:113

dn(t)

dt
= −n(t)γdes(t) + (nmax − n(t))γabs(t) (2)

the first term −n(t)γdes(t) represents the molecules that leave the surface114

per unity of time. The parameter γdes(t) is the probability that each of the115

n molecules is desorbed and it is a function of time, as we will see below.116

The other addendum (nmax−n(t))γabs(t) represents the rate of absorption,117

that is, in the same fashion, given by the product of a probability and a118

number of particles. We define nmax as the number of particles that realize119

a complete coverage on the surface, thus (nmax − n(t)) represents how much120

space is available on the surface for absorption, measured in particle units.121

The probability to have a random gas particle landing on the surface is122

proportional to this space.123

As mentioned above, these probabilities γdes and γabs may not be constant,124

but depend on, for example, time variable gas pressure, accordingly to a linear125

relation:126

γabs = αabs(g
abs
mx − gmn)P + gmx (3)

γdes = αdes(g
des
mn − gmn)P + gmx

where gmx and gmn are two offsets that represent the range of pressure and α127

is the coefficient that fit the experimental data. In the differential equation128

(2), the first term on the right is clearly an exponential decay, whereas the129

second is a (1 − e−x) type growth, so the three equations (1), (2) and (3)130

altogether result in a growth or an exponential decay behavior depending on131

the pressure parameter.132

If we integrate numerically the differential equation (2) and run a simula-133

tion with the experimental variable pressure data inserted in equation (3) we134

obtain the result in figure 7 that is strikingly similar to the behavior found in135

the experiments suggesting that is a dynamically changing coverage of spuri-136

ous gas molecules absorbed on the surface that causes the photoluminescence137

variations observed experimentally.138
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This study wants to show and describe systematically for the first time139

the influence of Gas pressure on the luminosity of InGaN devices. The phe-140

nomena is also successfully modeled and possible mechanisms are briefly141

described.142

4. Conclusions143

We describe systematically for the first time the influence of Gas pres-144

sure on the luminosity of InGaN devices. The phenomena is also successfully145

modeled and possible mechanisms are briefly described. We found that pho-146

toluminescence has lower intensity and shows unevenly distributed intense147

luminous centers{5} (bright spots) and blinking points when the level of ab-148

sorption coverage is high on the sample surface. In contrast, when vacuum149

is drawn and spurious gas particles are desorbed, sample surface emission150

has higher intensity and it is homogeneous, with almost no bright spots or151

blinking points. By what mechanism the light emission is reduced is not152

clear, oxygen influence may reach the barrier through dislocations and trap153

carriers to passivate those centers responsible for the luminescence at the154

interface. However, what is exactly happening on the surface is at this stage155

still speculative. We cannot go beyond that without further throughout ex-156

periments and tests that will involve another complete research paper that we157

are preparing. We speculate that unstable blinking and the so called optical158

memory effect are caused by absorbed material on the surface of the sample.159

In particular, the presence of O2 in the proximity of the surface, induce ad-160

sorption that influence the excitation of GaN layers, not not only the InGaN161

layer. Since this decreased luminosity effect with pressure happens only at162

365nm and not 405nm, the phenomenon is taking places by carriers that are163

are excited deep in the barrier. In our sample the capping layer is extremely164

thin (3-5 nm), oxygen influence may reach the barrier through dislocations165

and trap carriers to passivate those centers responsible for the luminescence166

at the interface. Our molecular coverage model fits the experimental curves167

that relate the ambient pressure and the sample photo-luminescence, sug-168

gesting that coverage dynamic is the main driving force of the phenomenon.169

This study wants to contribute to the understanding of fundamental pro-170

cesses involved in the emission phenomena of InGaN materials and to help171

to break ground to improve the efficiency and reliability of next generation172

nitride semiconductor devices.173
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: The structure of our sample. A 4 mm sapphire substrate is at the base of a layer
of undoped GaN (4 µ m), an active layer of InGaN 3 nm thick and a final 5 nm capping
layer of undoped GaN.

280

Figure 2: The scheme of our microscope. A mercury lamp is filtered by the filter A to
select the excitation wavelength (λ=405 nm or λ=365 nm). A second colored filter in B is
used to cut away the excitation signal and collect only the photoluminescence (the filter
is centered about λ=500nm). Sample is held in a thermally controlled holder enclosed in
a vacuum chamber connected to various gas cylinders.
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Figure 3: The bulk emission of the sample, taken in near-field optics conditions (from
Micheletto et al. {5})

Figure 4: The luminosity time dependence when sample is subject to pressure changes.
The gray line represent air pressure, that initially is kept at 1000 mBar and then drawn to
10−5mBar by a vacuum pump. As soon as the pressure drops, photoluminescence slowly
grows up to 150% the initial value. In the insets are images of the sample’s surface. They
are taken on the same spot but in different pressure conditions (as indicated by the arrows,
at the beginning t = 0 and at about t = 2200 secs). The difference in emission pattern is
impressive, not only the overall luminosity is increased, but intense luminous centers and
blinking points are much less prominent or disappeared completely. Excitation wavelength
is 365 nm, photoluminescence is filtered by a 500nm color filter and it is centered around
540nm. The same test is repeated twice in this recording to show reproducible behavior.
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Figure 5: The profile of luminosity of a sample excited with 405nm and exposed to variation
of pressure in air. The experiment is performed in the same conditions as in figure 4.

Figure 6: The decay of luminosity when a InGaN sample is brought from high vacuum to
atmospheric pressure with different gases. The gases containing Oxygen show the most
prominent influence.
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Figure 7: A simulation of nmax = 1000 molecules for the model described in equation (2)
and equation (3). The continue curve represent the pressure obtained from experimental
data, and the dotted profile is the simulation of the luminosity. We integrated using an
Eulero method with time step dt = 0.01 seconds, γabs and γdes were set to 3 and 0.1
respectively. Other parameters in equations (1), (2) and (3) were Imax = 1, β = 5 ∗ 10−4,
gabsmx = 3, gdesmx = 0.1 and gmn = 0.1. Vertical axis for luminosity is in arbitrary units, for
pressure is Atmosphere. Horizontal axis is time in seconds. The pressure values are real
data taken from the experiment.
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